
Top Israeli Political Figure Admits Jews Run the World 
 
 
My note here; one Jew admits the Jews run the world and cites a top Jewish 
political figure who admits the same. All this blather about the Protocols of Zion 
being a fraud is Jew talk. In the late 18th century there was a notorious court 
case on the subject, and it was ruled that the Protocols were “a forgery,” which 
means in legal terms, they are legitimate. In order to have a forgery, you have to 
have an original valid document somewhere. In order to forge a check you need 
the original legitimate one. So they have been ruled in a Court of Law to be 
legitimate over a century ago already. Also, any idiot can see for him/herself the 
truth in those protocols just by observing what is and has been going on in the 
world. What the Jewish race is and has been doing is glaringly obvious.  
 
 
In These Very Moments, The Protocols Are Being Rewritten  
By Gilad Atzmon [Jew] on February 8, 2015  
“For many years my detractors have pointed at the following quote as evidence 
of my anti Jewish sentiments:”  
http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=110866    
“American Jewry makes any debate on whether the ‘Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion’ are an authentic document or a forgery irrelevant. American Jews do 
control the world.”  
 
 
Yossi Sarid, the Israeli light Zionist veteran politician agreed with my position. 
This is what he wrote in Haaretz:  
 
“In these very moments, the protocols are being rewritten. Rich Jews are writing 
them in their own handwriting. They, in their wealth, are confirming with their own 
signatures what anti-Semites used to slander them with in days gone by: 
We, the elders of Zion, pull the strings of Congress, and the congressmen 
are nothing but marionettes who do our will. If they don’t understand our 
words, they’ll understand our threats. And if in the past, we ran the show 
from behind the scenes, now we’re doing it openly, from center stage. And 
if you forget our donations, the wellspring will run dry.” 
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